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Abstract.  In this paper we present a new data mining algorithm which can give us 
the relationship among attributes within data set concisely and precisely. The 
relationships found from this algorithm shown in the rule form are consistent by not 
depending on the total number of record within the data set or the different 
proportion of all of the possible cases within the data set. This algorithm is neither 
classification algorithm nor association rules algorithm. The number of rules 
generated from this algorithm can be comparable with classification algorithm and 
the precise of the rules generated can be comparable with the association rules 
algorithms. We also show the results from testing this algorithm against two 
classification algorithms and two association rules algorithms with the synthetic data 
set with known relationship among attributes within the data set.  

1   Problem 

First we want to find a data mining algorithm which can be used to tell us the 
relationships among attributes within the data set in our hand. So we explore the data 
mining algorithms and see how they work. Then we test 4 data mining programs, two 
classification algorithms, KnowledgeSeekerIV trial version [1] and See5 demo version 
[2], and two association rules algorithms, Apriori algorithm [3, 4], and the derived version 
of Apriori algorithm which generate only one item in the consequence part of the rules. 
We test all of these algorithms with synthetic data sets with known relationship as shown 
in Figure1 
 



 
 

Fgiure1: Relationships among A, B, C, D, E, F and G 

The value of every attribute can be only y or n. We synthesize a data set from these 
relationships. The data set consists of all of the possible cases.  KnowlegdeSeekerIV trial 
version gives us total 19 rules; only 6 rules get 100 % accuracy are 
 
RULE 1:  IF C = y  THEN A = y  
RULE 2:  IF C = y  THEN B = y  
RULE 3:  IF A = n  THEN C = n  
RULE 4:  IF F = y  THEN D = y  
RULE 5:  IF F = y  THEN E = y  
RULE 6:  IF D = n  THEN F = n  
 

The question comes up to our mind that is, where is the relationship about G attribute? 
We see that the relationship shown cannot give us the whole picture of all of the 
relationships among these attributes. 

 
Then we try with See5 demo version. We have to set class attribute for See5, so we try 

setting every attribute as class attribute at a time. See5 gives us the results as shown 
follow. 
 
Setting G as class attribute: no rule generated, there is only default class is n 
Setting A as class attribute 
 Rule 1: C = y -> class y 
 Rule 2: C = n -> class n 
Setting B as class attribute 
 Rule 1: C = y -> class y 
 Rule 2: C = n -> class n 
Setting C as class attribute: no rule generated, there is only default class is n 
Setting D as class attribute 
 Rule 1: F = y -> class y 



 Rule 2: F = n -> class n 
Setting E as class attribute 
 Rule 1: F = y -> class y  
 Rule 2: F = n -> class n 
Setting F as class attribute: no rule generated, there is only default class is n 
 

The same question comes up to our mind, that is, where is the relationship of G 
attribute? The result from See5 cannot give us the overall picture of the relationships 
among all of these attributes as well. We know that these classification algorithms try to 
deal with noise data and don’t want to get the over fit problem or under fit problem [5, 6] 
that make them give the rules like this. And the rules generated from classification 
algorithms depend on the total records in the data set and also the different of the 
proportion of all of the possible cases in data set. So they cannot be used to find all real 
relationships among attributes within complete simple data set which consists of all 
possible cases.  

Then we try with the association rules. As we know that the association rules 
algorithms basically generate all of the combination of the relationships among all 
attributes within the data set according to the confidence threshold and minimum support 
threshold setting. So everyone in the data mining community knows well that the number 
of rules generated from association rules algorithms is very huge. We test with Apriori 
algorithm and a derived version of Apriori algorithm which generate only rules with one 
attribute in the consequence part. We set the confidence threshold as 100 % and minimum 
support threshold 1 %. From this synthetic data set, Apriori algorithm gives us 2,311 
rules, and the derived version of Apriori algorithm gives us 1,170 rules. Sure that the rules 
generate from the association rules algorithms will cover all of the real relationships if we 
set the minimum support threshold is very least to make it consider even one record of 
possible case. But the problem is how we can know from the sea of the rules generated 
that which rules the real relationships are.  We found that there are so many works, for 
example in [7-13]come up to deal with this problem to find the interestingness rules or 
something else. They tried to use many criteria to prune some rules out. The problem is 
when they prune some rules out that mean it is possible that some real relationships can be 
pruned out as well. So we decide to develop our own algorithm which can be used to mine 
the relationships among all attributes within the simple complete data set. Our new 
algorithm is presented in the next section.  

2 New Algorithm: GAJA (Generating All Rules by Joining All 
Attributes) 

From the problem mentioned above, with even simple complete data set, we cannot find 
the classification algorithms or association rules algorithms which can be used to give us 
all real relationships among attributes within data set by not giving us the sea of the rules. 



We then develop a new algorithm which is neither classification algorithm nor association 
rules algorithm to deal with this problem.  

2.1   Aim of Developing Algorithm 

We set three criteria of developing our algorithm as follow.   
1. Give us all of the real relationships by not just only for class attribute.  
2. The number of generated rules is not much like association rules algorithm 
3. Easy to see the relationship 
 

Our algorithm has to have the capacity that meets all of these criteria. 

2.2   GAJA Algorithm (Generating All Rules by Joining All Attributes) 

For all attributes 
For all values of current attribute 
Group data cases which have the same value of current attribute 
Select the attributes whose values are the same as all cases in current group 
Put selected attributes and their values in THEN table 
Put the name and value of current attribute used for grouping in IF table 

End 
 
Group rules which have the same THEN part together 
End 
 
Generate rules from IF and THEN table 

3   Experiments  

We test GAJA algorithm with the same synthetic data set as we test with the other 
existing algorithms mentioned above. 

3.1   Rules from GAJA 

RULE 1: IF A = n   THEN C = n  G = n   
RULE 2: IF B = n   THEN C = n  G = n   
RULE 3: IF C = y   THEN A = y  B = y   
RULE 4: IF C = n   THEN G = n   



RULE 5: IF D = n   THEN F = n  G = n   
RULE 6: IF E = n   THEN F = n  G = n   
RULE 7: IF F = y   THEN D = y  E = y   
RULE 8: IF F = n   THEN G = n   
RULE 9: IF G = y   THEN A = y  B = y  C = y  D = y  E = y  F = y  
 
 

From the result, we see that GAJA algorithm can give us all of the real relationships 
among the attributes, not just only for class attribute. So our first aim we get from GAJA. 
And we can see the overall relationships among all attributes from RUEL3, RULE7 and 
RULE 9. From RULE 3 we can see that if we see the value of C is y, we can know that 
the value of A has to be y and the value of B has to be y as well. From RULE 7, we can 
see that if we get the value of F is y then we know that the value of D is y and the value of 
E is y. From RULE 9 make us know that if we see the value of G is y, we will see the 
values of all of the rest of attributes are y. From this result, our third aim meets. Then we 
compare the number of rules generated from GAJA with the other algorithms. The 
number of all of the rules generated from GAJA and the other algorithms is shown in 
Table 1  

Table 1. The number of generated rules from each algorithm 

Algorithm/software Number of rules generated 
Apriori 2,311 
Derived Apriori 1,170 
KnowledgeSeekerIv 19 
See5 8 
GAJA 9 

 
We see that the number of the rules generated from GAJA is just 9. It is not as huge as 

the association rules algorithms. So we get the second aim. Moreover, we see that from 
GAJA, we can get all of the real relationships precisely over the See5 demo version and 
KnowledgeSeekerIV trial version. And the number of rules generated is not much. And 
now we get the new algorithm, GAJA, which meet our three criteria. We also test GAJA 
with the bigger data sets and with the difference of the proportion of all of the possible 
cases. GAJA still gives us the same number of rules and the same rules. So GAJA give us 
the relationships precisely and concisely by not depending on the total number of rules or 
the difference of the proportion of all of the possible cases.   

4   Conclusion 



 In this paper, we present a new data mining algorithm, GAJA, which is not classification 
algorithm or association rules algorithm. From our experiments, GAJA can give us the 
number of generated rules comparable with classification algorithms, and the precise of 
the rules generated comparable with association rules algorithms. GAJA algorithm gives 
us all of the relationships, not only just for class attribute. GAJA make us easy to see all 
of the relationships among attributes. And the number of rules generated from GAJA is 
not much like association rules algorithm.  
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